Wellin Artwork
Replica Challenge
1. Choose your artwork.
   Pick from our collection or search the museum’s entire collection!

2. Study your artwork before collecting items.
   What kind of shapes, colors, and textures do you see?
3. Search for your materials.

What kind of circular, linear, or abstract objects do you have at home?

Which tools can you use to make your background?

If you don’t have enough people for your photo, what can you use instead?
4. Set up your photograph.

Keep looking back and forth between your artwork and your own masterpiece!

Create your background first.

Put your objects and characters in place.

Plan where to put yourself if you are going to be in it!
5. Take the picture!

Ask a buddy to take the picture for you (or take it of them)!
You can also set up a self-timer.

Don’t forget to compare it to your artwork! You can take lots of photos to make it as similar to the original as you can.
6. Post your replicas to the hashtag #replicatowellin!

7. Have fun and don't be afraid to get creative!